
Lecture 1

1 Formal systems

Before introducing first order logic, I want to present a “toy example” of the issues we will
face, and the results we are after.

In a formal system we present a set of rules about manipulation of finite strings of symbols,
and attempt to study which strings can be obtained through these manipulations.

Informally, this corresponds to the syntactic part of logic, and the beginning of proof theory.

I will follow an example from Richard Kaye’s book The Mathematics of Logic.

Denote the empty string by ⊥. The reason for choosing this symbol will be explained later.

The example I want to study is a tree system. The name will be explained later.

We begin with a given subset Σ ⊆ 2<N. Consider the following “game” where one can apply
the following rules:

1. (Axioms) One can write down any string σ ∈ Σ.

2. (Extension) If σ can be written down, one can also write down (one or both of) σ0
and σ1.

3. (Compression) If σ0 and σ1 can be written down, one can also write down σ.

Given such Σ and a τ ∈ 2<N, the goal of the game is to see whether τ can be written down
using the rules just described. In that case, we write

Σ ` τ,

which can be read as “τ can be derived from Σ” or “τ is provable from Σ,” or a variant
of these expressions. (This is why we call axioms the strings in Σ, as they are the “basic
assumptions” in our proofs.) We can think of τ as a (formal) theorem derivable from the
set of axioms Σ.

A (formal) proof of τ from Σ is then a sequence σ0, . . . , σn where:

• σn = τ, and

• Each σi, i ≤ n, is in Σ, or comes from σj for some j < i by applying the extension rule
(i.e., σi = σj0 or σi = σj1), or comes from σj and σk for some j, k < i, by applying
the compression rule (i.e., σj = σi0 and σk = σi1).

We can think of the proof as a certificate that, indeed, Σ ` τ. If Σ does not prove τ, we
write Σ 6` τ.
Some immediate observations are useful:
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• Note first that if s = (σ0, . . . , σn) is a proof of some string τ from Σ, then each σi,
i < n, is also provable from Σ, as witnessed by the proof s � (i+ 1).

• If s_t is a proof, s′ is a permutation of s, and s′ is also a proof, then s′_t is a proof.

• Σ proves something iff Σ 6= ∅.

• Σ ` ⊥ iff Σ ` τ for all τ.

In logic, it is customary to write ⊥ to denote falsehood. It is also standard that if one can
prove something false, then one can prove anything. This explains why we are denoting
by ⊥ the empty string. One calls a system Σ that proves anything inconsistent, and it is
a desirable feature that Σ is consistent. On the other hand, we want Σ to be somewhat
useful, so we can derive at least some statements from it.

Here is a simple example: {00, 01} ` τ iff τ begins with 0.

One direction of this assertion is clear: The proof 00, 01, 0 shows that 0 can be derived
from the given Σ, and repeated applications of the extension rule show now that any τ that
begins with 0 is indeed derivable.

On the other hand, an argument is needed to check that these are the only provable state-
ments. Typically in these arguments, one proceeds by induction in either the length of
proofs, or the length of the strings involved. Here we use induction on the length of proofs,
to show that, for any n, any proof from Σ = {00, 01} of length n is a proof of a string that
begins with 0.

Once the right induction hypothesis has been identified, the argument is in many cases
straightforward, and that is indeed the case here: If s is a proof of length 1, then s = (00)
or s = (01), and in both cases the result holds. Assume now the result for all proofs of
length at most n, and suppose s is a proof of length n+ 1.

Say s = (σ0, . . . , σn). If σn ∈ Σ, we are done. If σn comes from a previous σi by extension,
then σi, having a proof of length i+ 1 ≤ n, starts with 0, by the induction hypothesis, and
then so does σn, since σi @ σn. Finally, if σn comes from previous σi, σj by compression,
then σi = σn0 and σj = σn1 begin with 0, by hypothesis. In particular, considering σj , it
follows that σn must begin with 0. This completes the inductive argument, and therefore
the proof.

(It is customary to refer to these statements about proofs as metatheorems, to help us
distinguish between formal proofs (the strings such as s above) and proofs (such as the
argument of the last four paragraphs). One also talks about reasoning in the metatheory
and similar expressions. For a while at least these distinctions should be obvious and
hopefully do not lead to confusion.)

Now we proceed to establish some metatheorems explaining some of the properties of the
formal system.

Fact 1 (Compactness) If Σ ` τ, then there is a finite Σ0 ⊆ Σ such that Σ0 ` τ. �

Of course, Σ0 as above depends in general on τ.
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Fact 2 If Σ ` τ, then there is a proof of τ from Σ where first the axioms rule (1) is
used (perhaps several times), then the compression rule (3) (perhaps never, perhaps several
times), and finally the extension rule (2) (perhaps never, perhaps several times).

Proof: Let s0 = (σ0, . . . , σn) be a proof of τ from Σ. We describe a procedure that
transforms such a proof s into another such proof s′. We will argue that if we start with s0

and iteratively apply the procedure, thus producing a sequence of proofs of τ,

s0, s1, . . . ,

eventually (after finitely many steps) we reach a proof sk to which the procedure does not
apply. We then argue that this means that sk is as in the statement of the fact.

First, say that s has property (a) iff s is a proof of τ from Σ where some application of rule
(1) comes after applying either rule (2) or (3).

Suppose s has property (a), say

s = (τ0, . . . , τk, τk+1)_ρ,

where k + 1 is the first place where this occurs, i.e., τk+1 ∈ Σ, but some τi with i < k + 1
comes from extension or compression, and k+ 1 is least with this property. In this case, we
say that k + 1 is a witness to property (a) in s.

For such an s, if τk+1 = τ, replace s with s′ = (τ). Otherwise, replace s with

s′ = (τk+1, τ0, . . . , τk)_ρ.

Note that, in either case, s′ is a proof of τ from Σ and lh(s′) ≤ lh(s). Moreover, either s′

does not have property (a), or else property (a) is witnessed in s′ by some j with k+ 1 < j.

Second, say that s has property (b) iff s is a proof of τ from Σ that does not have property
(a), but there is in s some application of rule (3) after some application of rule (2).

Suppose s has property (b), say

s = (τ0, . . . , τk, τk+1)_ρ,

where k+1 is the first place where this occurs, i.e., τk+1 is the result of applying compression
to previous strings τi, τj , but some τl with l ≤ k is the result of applying extension to some
τm with m < l; moreover, k + 1 is least with this property. In this case, we say that k + 1
witnesses property (b) in s.

For such an s, consider τi and τj , so τi = τk+10 and τj = τk+11. There are several cases:

Case 1: If both τi, τj are in Σ, let t < k+1 be largest such that τt ∈ Σ. If τk+1 = τ, replace
s with

s′ = (τi, τj , τ).

Otherwise, replace s with

s′ = (τ0, . . . , τt)_(τk+1)_(τt+1, . . . , τk)_ρ.
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Case 2: Either τi or τj comes from extension. Say it is τi, so there is l < i such that
τi = τl0. Then τl = τk+1. (Similarly if it is τj that comes from extension.) If τk+1 = τ,
replace s with

s′ = (τ0, . . . , τl).

Otherwise, replace s with
s′ = (τ0, . . . , τk)_ρ.

Case 3: Neither τi nor τj comes from extension, but at least one of them comes from
compression. Without loss, i ≤ j. Note that in (τ0, . . . , τj) there are no applications of rule
(2), by minimality of k + 1. If τk+1 = τ, replace s with

s′ = (τ0, . . . , τj)_(τ).

Otherwise, replace s with

s′ = (τ0, . . . , τj)_(τk+1)_(τj+1, . . . , τk)_ρ.

Note that these cases are exhaustive, and that in all three cases, s′ is a proof of τ from Σ
without property (a), and lh(s′) ≤ lh(s). Moreover, either s′ does not have property (b), or
else property (b) is witnessed in s′ by some r with k + 1 < r.

Finally, we describe the procedure: If s has property (a), apply the transformation explained
in that case. If s has property (b), apply the transformation described in that case. Note
that if s has neither property, then it is a proof as wanted.

Now we explain that iterative application of this procedure, starting with s, should stop
after finitely many steps. This is because each application of the procedure either shortens
the length of the proof, or increases the size of the witnesses (which are bounded by the
length of the proof). We are done. �

Lecture 2

Here is a different (more direct) presentation of the argument for Fact 2; the algorithm in
the previous proof can be extracted from here as well:

Proof: We proceed by induction on the length of the proof to show that for all n, whenever
a string has a proof from Σ of length at most n, then it has a proof of the required form.

This is clear if n = 1. Suppose τ has a proof s of length n + 1 and the result holds for all
proofs of length at most n. If τ is an axiom, it has a proof of length 1. If in s, τ is the result
of applying the extension rule to some σ, then σ has (by the induction hypothesis) a proof
t of the required form, and t_(τ) is a proof of τ of the required form.

Finally, suppose that in s, τ is the result of applying compression to τ0 and τ1. By the
induction hypothesis, τ0 and τ1 have proofs s0 and s1, respectively, of the required form.
If in s0 the extension rule is used, then it must in particular be used at the last step, so τ
appears in s0. Restricting s0 to its initial segment that ends in τ gives us a proof of τ of
the required form. Similarly with s1.
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We can then assume that extension is neither used in s0 nor in s1. So, for i ∈ 2, si =
ti
_ri, where ti consists of applications of the axioms rule, and ri consists of applications of

compression. Then t0
_t1

_r0
_r1

_(τ) is a proof of τ of the required form. �

Fact 2 is a key technical lemma; it will prove very useful in what follows.

Fact 3 Suppose that Σ ∪ {τi} ` σ for both i = 0 and i = 1. Then in fact Σ ` σ.

Proof: For i ∈ 2 let si be a proof of σ from Σ ∪ {τi} that follows the pattern described
in Fact 2. If it exists, consider the first string in s0 that is the result of applying either
compression or expansion to τ0.

If it is compression that is applied, then τ1 is also a string in s0, and it must appear in
s0 before the first time τ0 is used. This means that a suitable subsequence of s0 witnesses
that Σ ` τ1. Since Σ ∪ {τ1} ` σ, then in fact Σ ` σ, as we wanted to show.

A similar reasoning shows the same conclusion if compression is invoked the first time that
τ1 is used in s1.

If i ∈ 2 and τi is not used in si, then the subsequence obtained from si by removing from
it the occurrences of τi due to the axioms rule, is a proof of σ from Σ.

The only remaining case is that τi is used in si for both i = 0 and i = 1, and that the
first such use is by applying the expansion rule. Recall now that both s0 and s1 are in the
form dictated by Fact 2. This means that either both τ0 and τ1 are initial segments of σ,
which is clearly impossible, or else for some i, both τi and the strings obtained from it by
expansion, can be eliminated from si and still obtain a proof of σ. But then this is a proof
from Σ, and we are done. �

Fact 4 If Σ ` ⊥, then there is a proof of ⊥ from Σ that only uses the axioms and compres-
sion rules.

Proof: If Σ ` ⊥, there is a proof of ⊥ from Σ as described in Fact 2. But then no
applications of the expansion rule can occur in this proof, since ⊥ has no proper initial
segments. �

Fact 5 If Σ ` ⊥, then there is an n and a Σ0 ⊆ Σ ∩ 2≤n such that Σ0 ` τ for any τ of
length at least n. Moreover, there is a proof of τ from Σ0 that only uses the axioms and
extension rules.

Proof: Let Σ0 be a finite subset of Σ such that Σ0 ` ⊥, and let n be the maximum of the
lengths of strings in Σ0. To show that n and Σ0 are as required, it is enough to show that
Σ0 ` τ whenever τ ∈ 2n, with a proof as required. Any larger string can then be deduced
as well, by repeatedly applying the extension rule.

In order to show this, consider the set Σ1 consisting of all those strings derivable from Σ0

by proofs that use only the axions and compression rules. Note that Σ1 ⊆ 2≤n, and that
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⊥ ∈ Σ1, by Fact 4. Given τ ∈ 2n, let σ v τ be the largest initial segment of τ that belongs
to Σ1. Note that there is such a σ, since ⊥ ∈ Σ1.

We claim that σ ∈ Σ0. If this is the case, we are done, since then τ can be derived from
Σ0 by a proof as required. To see the claim, note that otherwise, σ0 and σ1 are also in Σ1,
and therefore lh(σ) < n. In particular, σ 6= τ, and we must have that one of σ0 and σ1 is
an initial segment of τ. But this contradicts the maximality of σ. �

Note that, thanks to the compression rule, the converse also holds: If for some n, Σ proves
every string σ of length n, then Σ ` ⊥.
So far we have only studied the syntactic part of the tree system. Now we want to assign
a meaning to the rules and strings. This corresponds to the semantic part of logic.

Given Σ ⊆ 2<N and τ ∈ 2<N, we write

Σ |= τ,

which can be read as “τ is true of Σ” or “Σ models τ ,” or a variant of these expressions, iff

whenever x ∈ 2N and τ @ x, then there is a σ ∈ Σ such that σ @ x.

This can be expressed topologically by saying that Σ |= τ iff⋃
σ∈Σ

Nσ ⊇ Nτ ,

where Nσ = {x ∈ 2N | σ @ x} for all σ ∈ 2<N.

We want to relate the two relations ` and |= .

Here are some easy examples:

• Something is true of Σ iff Σ 6= ∅.

• Σ |= ⊥ iff for all x ∈ 2N there is an initial segment σ @ x that belongs to Σ.

Note that the above also holds of `, by Fact 5. In fact, we will show:

Σ ` τ iff Σ |= τ.

Whenever a formal system satisfies the implication ⇒, we say that it admits a soundness
theorem. The idea is that the system is “sound” in the sense that everything that one can
prove is actually true.

The direction ⇐ is called the completeness theorem. The system is “complete” in the sense
that everything true is provable.

These are important properties, also shared by first order logic.

Theorem 6 (Soundness) Whenever Σ ` τ, then also Σ |= τ.
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Proof: The argument is by induction on the length of proofs.

Suppose that τ has a proof from Σ of length 1. Then τ ∈ Σ, and it is clear that Σ |= τ.
Assuming that any string provable from Σ in at most n steps is true of Σ, we show the same
for τ if it has a proof of length n+ 1.

If τ ∈ Σ, we have the result. So we may assume that τ comes from extension or compression.
Suppose τ = ρi where i ∈ 2 and ρ has a proof in Σ of length at most n. By the induction
hypothesis, Σ |= ρ. Let x ∈ 2N and suppose that τ @ x. Then also ρ @ x, and since Σ |= ρ,
there is then some σ ∈ Σ that is an initial segment of x. This means that Σ |= τ.

Suppose now that τ comes from compression. Then both τ0 and τ1 have proofs from Σ of
length at most n, and therefore Σ |= τi for i = 0, 1. Let x ∈ 2N and suppose that τ @ x.
Then τi @ x for either i = 0 or i = 1. In both cases, there is then some σ ∈ Σ with σ @ x.
This proves again that Σ |= τ, and we are done. �

We will study the completeness theorem next lecture.

Lecture 3

Theorem 7 (Completeness) Whenever Σ |= τ, then also Σ ` τ.

Proof: We prove the contrapositive. Assume that Σ 6` τ. We will find an x ∈ 2N that
extends τ and does not extend any σ ∈ Σ.

Towards this end, enumerate all finite strings as

{σi | i ∈ N}.

Let Σ0 = Σ. We define a sequence Σ0 ⊆ Σ1 ⊆ . . . by recursion as follows:

• Given Σi with the property that Σi 6` τ, let Σi+1 = Σi, unless Σi ∪ {σi} 6` τ either, in
which case, let Σi+1 = Σi ∪ {σi}.

Now let Σ′ =
⋃
i Σi and note that Σ′ satisfies the following properties:

1. Σ′ 6` τ, by construction and compactness.

2. For any σ ∈ 2<N, σ ∈ Σ′ iff Σ′ ∪ {σ} 6` τ.
The left-to-right implication is clear from (1). The other direction holds by con-
struction: If σ = σi and Σ′ ∪ {σ} 6` τ, then certainly Σi ∪ {σ} 6` τ, and therefore
σ ∈ Σi+1 ⊆ Σ′.

3. In particular, τ /∈ Σ′.

It is actually Φ = 2<N \ Σ′ that interests us. In terms of Φ, property (3) says that
Φ 6= ∅.
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4. Φ is a tree.

To see this, suppose that σi ∈ Φ, where i ∈ 2. Then, by property (2), Σ′ ∪ {σi} ` τ.
But then, certainly, Σ′ ∪ {σ} ` τ so, by (2) again, σ ∈ Φ. This shows that Φ is closed
under initial segments.

5. Φ is actually a branch, i.e., [Φ] is a singleton.

To see this, suppose that σ ∈ Φ. We need to show that there is a unique i ∈ 2 such
that σi ∈ Φ.

Since σ ∈ Φ, then Σ′ ∪ {σ} ` τ. Suppose first that both σ0 and σ1 are in Σ′. Then,
by compression, Σ′ ` σ, and therefore Σ′ ` τ, a contradiction.

Suppose now that neither σ0 nor σ1 is in Σ′. Then Σ′ ∪ {σi} ` τ for both i = 0 and
i = 1. It then follows, using Fact 3, that Σ′ ` τ, again a contradiction. This gives the
result.

Finally, let x be the unique element of [Φ]. Note that x extends τ, since τ ∈ Φ. Note also
that x extends no element of Σ, since no element of Σ is in Φ, and the initial segments of
x are precisely the elements of Φ. This proves that Σ 6|= τ. �

This is the reason why this formal system is called a tree system; both because of this
argument, and because of the relation that it implies between this system and König’s
lemma, as we will see below.

To illustrate the interplay resulting from the equivalence of the two relations ` and |=,
consider the following two proofs:

Corollary 8 2N is compact.

Proof: Given a covering of 2N by open sets, let Σ be the collection of strings σ such that
the basic open set Nσ is completely contained in one of the open sets in the covering.

Then
2N = N⊥ ⊆

⋃
σ∈Σ

Nσ,

and it follows that Σ ` ⊥. Therefore Σ0 ` ⊥ for some finite subset Σ0 of Σ, so Σ0 |= ⊥,
and any finite collection of open sets in the covering that contain the sets Nσ for σ ∈ Σ0

constitutes a finite subcovering of 2N. �

It is not, of course, that the compactness of 2N is a deep result. But the trivial argument just
given helps explain some of the difficulties we found previously, since our results supersede
this topological theorem.

Corollary 9 König’s lemma holds for infinite subtrees of 2<N.

Proof: Given a tree T ⊆ 2<N, suppose that [T ] = ∅ and let Σ = 2<N \ T. Then Σ |= ⊥ so,
by completeness and Fact 5, there is a finite Σ0 ⊂ Σ and an n such that any σ of length n
or larger extends an element of Σ0.
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Note now that Σ is closed under extensions, since T is a tree. It follows that Σ = 2<N \ T
contains all strings of 0s and 1s, of length n or larger. But then T ⊆ 2<n, i.e., T is finite.
�
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